
Using depth of response to stratify patients to front line
Autologous Stem Cell Transplant: results of the phase II
PADIMAC Myeloma Trial

Autologous stem cell transplantation (ASCT) remains the

standard of care for younger and fitter multiple myeloma

(MM) patients; however, highly effective induction combina-

tion regimens have questioned whether ASCT can be

deferred. Trials randomising patients to ASCT or not have

shown benefit for up-front ASCT.1,2 A response-stratified

approach to treatment has not yet been reported, but is

already being practised, mainly in the United States.3

The benefit of ASCT is related to an uplift in major

response and minimal residual disease (MRD) negativity,

associated with improved progression-free survival (PFS) and

overall survival (OS).4,5 Achieving this with induction

chemotherapy alone questions the additional benefit of

upfront ASCT. This trial was designed to estimate the PFS of

patients who, having achieved a major serological response

[≥ very good partial response (VGPR)] to induction therapy,

were stratified to receive no further treatment. Neither con-

solidation for those not proceeding to ASCT nor mainte-

nance post-ASCT were incorporated as these treatments were

under evaluation at the time of this protocol and our pri-

mary goal was to investigate outcomes using this approach

to inform future studies.

PADIMAC was a multi-centre phase II trial for newly

diagnosed transplant eligible (NDTE) patients with MM

(Supplementary Materials Section 1). Patients received 4–6
cycles of PAD induction6 followed by peripheral blood stem

cell harvest (PBSCH). Those achieving ≥VGPR post-PBSCH

received no further treatment and were observed until disease

progression (‘VGPR-W&W’) when ASCT could be offered.

Those achieving PR proceeded to high-dose melphalan (as

per institutional practice) and ASCT with no further therapy

until disease progression (‘PR-ASCT’). MRD was centrally

assessed by multi-parametric flow cytometry (MPFC) with a

detection threshold of 0�004%7 at baseline, post-PBSCH and

100 days (D100) following PBSCH/ASCT.

The primary endpoint was to estimate 2-year PFS by

MRD status for the VGPR-W&W group. Secondary aims

were to assess the response and toxicity of induction, MRD

status following induction and at D100, PFS for PR-ASCT

patients, PFS2, OS and biomarkers of clinical outcomes.

The trial registered 153 patients (March 2011–January
2014, Table SI; baseline characteristics: Table SII; consort

diagram: Figure S1). All patients received ≥1 cycle of PAD

induction and 139 (90�8%) received 4–6 cycles (adverse

events: Tables SIV and SV).

The overall response rate following induction was 82�4%
(126/153), with 63 (41�2%) achieving ≥VGPR (Table SIII,

adverse events). Of the 126 patients achieving ≥PR and pro-

ceeding to PBSCH, 63 achieved ≥VGPR post-PBSCH. Of the

remaining 63 patients, 17 did not proceed directly to PBSCH

and came off study (Table SVI), 46 harvested (PR = 44,

PD = 2), with 36 proceeding to ASCT (Table SVII).

After a median follow-up of 71.4 months from PBSCH,

median PFS was 17.0 months (95% CI: 10�5–23�2) for the

VGPR-W&W group and 19.6 months (95% CI: 17�0–22�8)
for the PR-ASCT group, 2-year PFS was 37�1% (95% CI:

25�3–48�9) and 33�3% (95% CI: 18�8–48�6), respectively

(HR = 1�23, 95% CI: 0�79–1�92, P = 0�36; Fig 1A). Within

the VGPR-W&W group, by MRD status at D100, median

PFS was 24.8 months (95% CI: 18�3–34�2) for MRD-negative

(n = 18) and 9.9 months (95% CI: 5�8–23�2) for MRD-posi-

tive (n = 32) patients, 2-year PFS was 55�6% (95% CI: 30�5–
74�8) and 31�3% (95% CI: 16�4–47�3), respectively

(HR = 0�74, 95% CI: 0�40–1�37, P = 0�33; Fig 1B). Consis-

tent with their longer PFS, all 18 MRD-negative patients

post-PBSCH remained in ≥VGPR at D100, compared to 8 of

32 MRD-positive patients whose response worsened (3 PR, 5

PD). Investigating PFS by MRD status irrespective of path-

way (combining VGPR-W&W and PR-ASCT groups), MRD

negative patients at D100 (n = 25) generally had a longer

median PFS (24.0 months, 95% CI: 19�2–41�6) than those

who were MRD positive (n = 52, 16.0 m, 95% CI: 10�4–
20�1) (HR = 0�59, 95% CI: 0�35–1�01, P = 0�05; Fig 1C).

Changes in MRD status from post-PBSCH to D100 by

treatment are presented in Table SVIII. Within the VGPR-

W&W group, 44 had standard risk and 12 adverse risk genet-

ics. There was no difference in PFS (Supplementary Fig-

ure SIII). Although small numbers, 1/8 MRD-negative

standard risk and 1/3 MRD-negative adverse risk patients

became MRD-positive at D100; 4/24 MRD-positive standard

risk patients converted to MRD-negative, whereas the only

adverse risk patient remained positive at D100 (Table SIX).

Of the 63 VGPR-W&W patients, 24 died (20: MM, 4:

infection), 33 progressed and remain alive and 6 are alive

without progression. For the VGPR-W&W group as a whole,

2-year OS was 91�9% (95% CI: 81�6–96�5; Fig 2A); by MRD

status at D100, 2-year OS was 100% (95% CI: 81�5–100) for
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MRD-negative and 90�5% (95% CI: 73�4–96�8) for MRD-

positive patients (HR = 0�28, 95% CI: 0�08–0�97, P = 0�04;
Fig 2B). Combining the VGPR-W&W and PR-ASCT groups,

the 2-year OS rates were 100% (95% CI: 86�3–100, MRD-

negative) and 94�2% (95% CI: 83�1–98�1, MRD-positive)

(HR = 0�41, 95% CI: 0�14–1�23, P = 0�11); medians have not

yet been reached (Fig 2C). PFS2 and additional exploratory

analyses, including by cytogenetic risk, are presented in the

Supplementary Materials (Figures SII–SV).
PADIMAC was the first prospective trial to investigate

whether a subgroup of patients can safely defer ASCT at

front-line therapy based on disease response. Our findings

suggest that using serological response alone was not ade-

quate to stratify patients, as many in ≥VGPR remain

MRD-positive, with short PFS indicating that further

cytoreductive therapy is required. Deferred ASCT may,

however, be an option for standard risk MRD-negative

patients, warranting further investigation. The numbers of

adverse risk patients were too small to draw definitive

conclusions; however, published data show that even after

achieving a deep response, they are less likely to maintain

it.8 We recommend MRD-positive patients post-induction

should receive ASCT as non-ASCT pathway outcomes were

poor. Differences in outcomes for MRD-negative patients

in PADIMAC, and those from the IFM and EMN02 stud-

ies, are likely attributable to the lack of maintenance ther-

apy and/or the MRD detection threshold and timing of

sampling. Consensus guidelines for clinical trials now rec-

ommend MRD assessments to at least 10�5.9

Future trials that employ MRD status and cytogenetic risk

to stratify patients will help identify patients that can safely

be allocated a no-ASCT pathway. Such efforts are especially

pertinent today, when the risks associated with the COVID-

19 pandemic highlight the need for such a pathway.
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Fig 1. Kaplan-Meier plots of progression-free survival (PFS) by (A) post-PBSCH response; (B) post-PBSCH response and MRD status at Day

100; (C) MRD status at Day 100.
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